PUNE

RAPPENPING, ROCK CLIMBING AND OTHER STUFF

Here's one place where you can do a whole lot of things together. Della adventures, the adventure sports park, has a special package for those below 10 years of age so a lot of you could well be a part of it. The focus here seems to be on getting you a little bit of everything in one day. There's rappelling, artificial rock climbing, mountain biking, a pony ride, a bungee trampoline, an obstacle course challenge, zorball (google that) and plus other less intense stuff (like video games for instance). It's a one day package deal and costs ₹1,500 for the kids plus a ₹100 entry charge. There are marshals (guides) who will guide you while you are there and make sure that the height/weight/other criteria are met so that you are safe. All you need to do is turn up in comfy clothes and sneakers.

Information Courtesy: dellaadventure.com